TECHNOLOGY MILESTONES
Guidestar Laser Reaches, Surpasses Wattage Goal
Even better, the team repeatedly reached
55W, which meets the objective level of
performance and ensures adequate system
performance during more nights of the year
(because of natural fluctuations in the sodium
layer thickness). This will improve the ability
to meet science and technology research
and customer test objectives more rapidly,
thus reducing test nights and cost.

Resonant ‘bowtie’ Frequency Addition Source of Optical Radiation (FASOR) cavity, achieving 55W,
which ensures adequate system performance during more nights of the year. The exiting port carries
55W of power with near perfect beam quality. (AFRL Image)
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Additionally, 50W is the design threshold
that provides nominal power to ensure
adequate guidestar return from the sodium
layer to operate the adaptive optics system,
compensate telescope images, and meet
current test objectives during most of the year.

For additional information on this technology contact AFRL/RD afrl.public.affairs@kirtland.af.mil, (505) 846-1911.
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